S-38.120 TVT
Exercise routine – Spring 2002

Exercise and course assistants:
Mika Ilvesmäki, Piia Pulkkinen
lynx@tct.hut.fi, piia@tct.hut.fi
Room E325 & E327, appointments by reservation

Obligatory exercises

• In order to participate to the final examination you have to successfully solve 12 out of 20 exercises
• Exercise points are valid until the last examination with Spring 2002 requirements (until January 2003)
• Previous points from Spring 2001 (and earlier) are not valid
  – Possibility to negotiate on this with Prof. Kantola
Exercise details

– 5 exercise lectures with 4 exercise in each totaling the 20 exercises
– possibly an extra exercise round (4 exercises) to gather necessary points
– Last year 92 students returned at least one answer. Out of those 9 (10%) did not make the 2/3 limit.

Timetable / Exercise papers

• Exercise lectures are held either on Mondays or Fridays
  – Check http://keskus.hut.fi/opetus/s38120/k02/contents.shtml for schedule and
  – Check http://www.tct.hut.fi/opetus/s38120/k02/index.shtml or
    http://www.tct.hut.fi/opetus/s38120/k02/eindex.shtml for the exercises.
  • Exercises will not appear in any other locations than the two above
  • The exercises will be available in Adobe PDF and Postscript-formats.
How to get points?

- Return your solutions to (choose the best for you)
  1. (the appropriate) yours truly to the exercise lecture
  2. to the box in 2nd floor G-wing with course code underneath the lab noticeboard
  3. (the appropriate) yours truly via e-mail to lynx@tct.hut.fi or piia@tct.hut.fi (check the exercise assistant from the exercise paper)
    - All late returns will be disregarded!!
    - Adhere to the deadlines in the exercise papers
    - And that’s it...
      You do not have to participate to the exercise lectures

How many points do I have?

- Due to limited resources it is highly unlikely that any interim results are published!!
  - Exercise answers are provided ASAP after the exercise. Check your answers there!
  - All exercise results will be available ASAP after the last exercise lecture in late spring.
  - Based on professor/assistant discretion there MIGHT be an additional exercise round to help those in need to pass the exercise part of the course.
    - However, do not count on this, do your best before the extra round!!
Grading

– All exercise are equal from grading point of view
  – One point from a near complete and correct solution
  – Half a point from partial solution headed towards the right direction
  – Zero points from a wrong answer or from a substantially deficient answer